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Reina helped make these videos. A check engine light can indicate a broad spectrum of
problems with your Toyota Camry. In some cases you need to pull over immediately to prevent
damage while in others you merely need to tighten you gas cap next time you stop in order to
reset the service engine soon light. The video above shows how to locate the on board
diagnostics OBD plug on your Camry, how to read the trouble codes and how to reset or clear
the check engine light using a scanner on your Camry. Intermittent Check Engine Light: If the
check engine light on your Camry is intermittent, try to take note of the conditions when this
happens. For example, does it happen when you accelerating, driving on the highway or does it
appear at low speeds? This will help your mechanic evaluate the issue. Steady Check Engine
Light: If your check engine light is on every time you operate your Camry, you need to have it
checked as soon as possible, especially if you notice performance problems or unusual noises.
Flashing Check Engine Light: If your check engine light is flashing, stop driving your Camry and
have it towed to your nearest mechanic - you probably have a very serious problem with your
car and you risk ruining your engine by driving it. If you are unsure about what your diagnostic
trouble codes mean; have your Camry diagnosed by a professional automotive technician. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If you are
leaking oil and parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber.
Power steering fluid is easy to check and many people mechanics included often forget about learn how here. If your brake fluid is a little low, learn how to add some here. Ignoring a low
level leads to big problems. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Seal minor power steering fluid leaks.
See how to seal up minor power steering fluid leaks. Plug the oil leak. Check power steering
fluid level. Add brake fluid. See all videos for the Toyota Camry. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything This page is for personal, non-commercial
use. Compare 7 Camry trims and trim families below to see the differences in prices and
features. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open
and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free
is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Trim Family Comparison. CE View 1
Trims. Features 2. LE View 1 Trims. SE View 1 Trims. LE V6 View 1 Trims. Additional or
replacing features on SE 3. SE V6 View 1 Trims. XLE View 1 Trims. Additional or replacing
features on SE V6 2. Additional or replacing features on XLE 3. Mazda Mazda6. Ford Crown
Victoria. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider
allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for
your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. While it still won't win the title of
"world's sexiest family sedan," the new Toyota Camry's combination of comfort, refinement and
reliability will very likely allow it to keep the title belt for "America's best-selling sedan. In our
experience, buyers of family sedans are usually looking for a car that provides a roomy and
comfortable interior, a refined driving experience and a reputation for reliability. While most
modern sedans meet these qualifications, only two have excelled over the past decade: the
Honda Accord and the Toyota Camry. For much of that period, the Toyota Camry has held the
sales advantage, and it's been America's best-selling sedan for eight of the past nine years.
Now, for , Toyota has fully redesigned the Camry, and we have no doubt that it will continue to
appeal to a large section of buyers. As it has done with each generation before, Toyota has
increased the Camry's size and power for Underneath the new car, one will find the familiar
MacPherson struts up front and a dual-link independent rear suspension. Spring rates and
suspension geometries were completely revised, however, to give the car a sharper feel without
compromising ride quality. Wheel size has gone from 15 to 16 inches on base models, while the
sportier SE trim gets its own set of inch aluminum wheels. For the outside, the car receives a
full styling refresh. Toyota describes the new Camry's look as "athletic and elegant" and "styled
in a way that is certain to elicit a positive emotional response. To our eyes the front end is a bit

heavy looking with its bulbous nose, while the somewhat drooping head- and taillights are
simply odd. This year also ushers in changes for the Camry's available powertrains. For the
power-inclined, there's a new horsepower V6 that gives the Camry sport-sedan performance. As
far as features, even the base-level Camry comes nicely equipped, with power windows, cruise
and a CD player all standard. And all trims include a standard tire-pressure monitoring system.
Moving all the way up the Camry line will get you Lexus-like luxury with elegant cabin
furnishings and available high-end luxury features, such as a navigation system and Bluetooth
wireless capability. All of these evolutionary changes have made the Toyota Camry a very
appealing choice. Of course, it's not the family sedan for everybody. The Hyundai Sonata is
thousands of dollars cheaper and comes with a better warranty. The Volkswagen Passat is more
prestigious to own. The Chrysler C has a thumping V8. The redesigned Nissan Altima, when it
arrives, will likely boast superior handling performance. And there's still the very impressive
Accord. But for the mainstream part of the family-sedan segment, the new Camry has set the
bar even higher in regards to features, performance, reputation and price. Yes, you get what you
pay for, and in this case that turns out to be a new benchmark in the highly competitive family
sedan market. The Toyota Camry comes as a midsize four-door sedan in five trim levels. The
base CE counts inch wheels, air conditioning, power windows and mirrors, cruise control, a tilt
and telescoping steering wheel, and a six-speaker audio system with a CD player and auxiliary
input jack as standard equipment. The Camry LE adds keyless entry and an eight-way power
driver seat. The SE includes a sport-tuned suspension, inch alloy wheels, and special interior
and exterior styling details. The luxurious XLE pampers its occupants with a watt JBL sound
system that incorporates Bluetooth technology, a moonroof, wood-tone accents, reclining rear
seats, an automatic dual-zone climate control system with a high-tech air filter and, on the V6
model, leather seating. The various trim levels should satisfy most buyers' needs, however, a
few key options are available, such as stability control and, on the XLE trim, a navigation
system and heated seats. Standard on all trim levels is a 2. A potent 3. With the V6, the Camry
can reach 60 mph in just 6. Every Camry comes with seven airbags dual-stage front airbags,
front-seat side and full-length side curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag , a tire-pressure
monitor and antilock brakes with BrakeAssist BA and Electronic Brakeforce Distribution EBD.
Stability control which includes traction control is optional across the line. A quiet, soft ride still
characterizes the Camry's on-road demeanor, though this year's revisions give the handling
dynamics a slightly sportier feel. Still, the overriding impression is one of refinement and a
somewhat isolated feel from the road compared to more athletic competitors like the Mazda 6
and Nissan Altima. Toyota knows that the majority of buyers in this market segment are more
interested in comfortable, stress-free travel than tearing through corners, and the refined and
very capable Camry should once again prove to be a hit with them. In addition to more space for
passengers, the Toyota Camry offers other features that increase cabin comfort. XLEs with
cloth upholstery have a unique treatment using silkworm cocoon extract that coats the fabric,
making it very soft to the touch. Additionally, XLE rear-seat passengers can recline their
seatbacks. All Camrys have a trip computer, larger instruments than before and a dual-tiered
dash that makes for a more spacious feel. Plenty of cubbies and compartments serve to hold
CDs, cell phones and garage cards. The Camry's trunk holds 15 cubic feet of cargo. If you listen
to Toyota's representatives describe the all-new Toyota Camry, you'd think it was an entirely
different car from the one it replaces. Words like "passion," "emotional" and "athletic" were
peppered throughout the speeches by various Toyota folks during the car's first drive event. So
let's get one thing straight before we begin â€” the redesigned Toyota Camry is not a
passion-filled, highly emotional or super-athletic sedan. And by the way, that's OK. In fact, if
Toyota ever does anything radical to the Camry we're going to lock the company's executive
team up in a Taurus and let them see what radical design can do to an otherwise successful
family car. Don't mess with success Certainly there are plenty of sedans in this segment that
could use a good "shaking up" in terms of fundamental philosophy and execution, but the
Toyota Camry is not one of them. It's been America's best-selling sedan for eight of the last nine
years. The only model to upstage it, once, in nearly a decade is the Honda Accord. With ,plus
sales a year, we'd like to think Toyota would simply take the Camry's strongest selling points
and make them better. After experiencing the all-new version, we're happy to report that's
exactly what Toyota did. As in previous years, the new Camry comes with either a four-cylinder
engine or a V6. It also comes with an all-new hybrid drivetrain that makes horsepower as much
as the current 3. A drivetrain for all seasons The four-cylinder is essentially the same 2. Buyers
shopping a six-cylinder family sedan will find a substantially upgraded drivetrain in the Toyota
Camry. At horsepower and lb-ft of torque the new V6 propels the Camry with authority.
Connecting this power to the Camry's front wheels is an all-new six-speed automatic
transmission that can be manually shifted or left in full auto mode where, according to Toyota, it

will learn the driver's driving style and pick gears accordingly. No manual transmission is
available on V6 models. The family sedan goes green If all that technology still isn't enough for
you, there's an even more advanced model coming for â€” the Camry Hybrid. Like the Prius and
Highlander before it, the Camry Hybrid will use Toyota's Hybrid Synergy Drive system that
couples an internal combustion engine to an electric motor-inverter and rechargeable battery
pack. The engine half is the same 2. Atkinson-cycle engines will delay the closing of the intake
valves to improve fuel-efficiency while creating less horsepower. That's where the hp electric
motor comes in to assist with acceleration. This motor can also power the Camry Hybrid
without the help of the engine, but only under light throttle applications at speeds below 30
mph. Actually, during our time with the Camry Hybrid we did manage several seconds of
electric motor-only operation at almost 40 mph â€” until the road sloped up. Toyota does claim
a zero-to time for the Camry Hybrid of less than 9 seconds, a number our internal
accelerometers would agree with based on our short time behind the wheel. Yet company reps
told us a current-generation Camry, with the new hybrid drivetrain, averaged 36 mpg over a
4,mile trip between New York and Los Angeles during early testing. They are confident the new,
sleeker-bodied car will improve on that real-world number. Regardless, you'll be hard-pressed
to discern the Camry Hybrid from standard versions, though it does have a bit more chrome on
the front grille and vertical versus horizontal reverse lights. People are going to want this car "
Toyota's emphasis, not ours. Styling is ultimately a purely subjective element in vehicle design,
so we'll leave each of you to decide for yourself how successful Toyota was in its mission. We
will say this much: The new Camry's look is more athletic, elegant and emotional than the
current version. Platform changes on the model go beyond new styling. While the new car
sticks with MacPherson struts up front and a dual-link independent rear suspension, all lower
control arms, spring rates and suspension geometries were completely revised to give the car a
sharper feel without compromising ride quality. And all trims include a standard tire-pressure
monitoring system that alerts drivers when pressure drops below a standard setting.
Technology comes standard That tire-pressure monitoring system is just one of many examples
of Toyota pushing the technology envelope with this latest Camry. Other standard features
across the entire model line include halogen headlamps with auto on-off functionality, auxiliary
audio inputs for external MP3 players, antilock brakes with BrakeAssist and Electronic
Brakeforce Distribution, and seven airbags. That last item includes dual-stage front airbags,
side and side curtain airbags, and a driver knee airbag. You get all that on a base CE model
without checking a single option box. We tried out each of these versions during the press
introduction and came away impressed by the new Camry's quiet and comfortable cabin, its
high degree of interior and exterior build quality, and its overall refinement. Sound familiar?
Sleeper sale Toyota sold approximately , Camrys last year â€” before the car's redesign and
before the availability of a hybrid version. Prices for the Toyota Camry haven't been released
yet, but they should align closely with models. The company is expecting to sell at least , this
year, with that 30, bump coming from sales of the Camry Hybrid alone. But with over , Prius
sales last year, we think Toyota may be underestimating the numbers. Regardless, we don't
think the Camry's "best-selling sedan" title is going anywhere soon. Available styles include LE
4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Toyota Camry. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota Camry lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
No manual transmission available with V6, some odd styling elements. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Toyota's
perennially best-selling family sedan gets a complete makeover for Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. Great Fix for the Glitch. Now I can say that this is an exciting car to drive. Good
job Toyota, for correcting what should not have been in the first place. You will feel the
difference. Read less. Purchased my Camry SE, 4 cylinder, auto brand new in December to
replace a car that was totalled in an accident. Chose it over a slightly used Acura TSX-auto. The
black cloth interior and special gauge lighting specific to the Camry SE also helped seal the

deal. The Camry SE was comfortable, quiet, reliable, good on gas and as stated earlier, easy on
the eyes. Camry XLE V6 - excellent. Extremely reliable. This Camry V6 has been the most
reliable and maintenance free car I've every owned And I've owned at least 20 cars! I have ,
miles on it, only maintenance has been two sets of tires, one set of brake pads, wiper blades
and cabin filter. It still has the original battery! The engine is very smooth and powerful better
than my wife's newer BMW. I still get 30 mpg on the highway. It runs the same now as it did 9
years ago. I think the reclining rear seat didn't allow for the folding, poor design choice. No one
ever reclines the rear seat. Great car! Now going on 10 years at , miles. No issues, although
might finally need a new battery, not bad after 10 years! OK, first of all I was really reluctant to
buy after I read some of the posts here. However, I rented a Camry before I bought one to see if I
could experience what people here experienced. In the rental I did experience the hesitation but
nothing I couldn't live with. Overall I was impressed. I bought a new Camry after I rented one. I
have experienced none of the bad experiences posted here. The car is performing well. The only
slight problem is a vibration at 70mph, feels like an out of balance tire. I drove the car miles in
the last week and gas mileage averaged 26 mpg. So that is my experience. See all reviews of the
Used Toyota Camry. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Camry. Sign Up. This car was originally
a commuter vehicle and currently has over , miles on it. It's a bit slow to accelerate but when
driven correctly it performs very well. The body kit has loosened on me a few times but has
been an easy fix. The parts are affordable and easy to find. All around a reliable vehicle. I owe a
Toyota Camry I loved my car until now Seems like this year everything wants to go wrong The
dashboard is melting causing everything to stick to it Now its using alot of oil Just had valve
cover gasket put on and coil is leaking out all over the motor My next concerned is we hen you
drive it for a period of time and once you cut it off You have to wait about 20 mins to restart I'm
on a fixed income and dont have money to replace my car nor do have alot to repair my car Im
just wondering is there any recalls on this vehicle if Toyota knew that this car had as lot of
problems they should be responsible on replacing these thing without you having to come out
ones pocket. I bought a used camry , and in a few days found the engine consumes oil, abouta
quart every to km. I've had my Toyota Camry for 12 years This is my 3rd Toyota and love it. It's
always been reliable had never left me stranded. I currently have k miles on it and it runs like it
can go for k more. I have a CE model. Yes it's not the fanciest and doesn't have all the features
all the new cars have, but ac, power windows and locks, that all work like new till this day are ok
with me. Toyotas are made to last forever because mine still runs and looks good compared to
other cars the same age on the road. It is even a standard transmission, so it's a little on the
rare side since I heard there aren't too many cars that come with a standard transmission. I've
had my share of recalls with this car, but nothing major and all 'problems' were taken care of by
the Toyota dealer with no problem. Rubber mat recall, 'sticky' dash recall. Other than the usual
required maintenance, no real mechanical issues in the whole time I've owned my car. When I
first got the Camry, it was brand new off the lot. I never had any big issues with car. Just normal
wear and tear. The air conditioning works amazingly, the stitching on the seats themselves is
beautifully crafted. The speakers that come with the car work magnificently, the car is 11 years
old and everything works just like it did the day we purchased this car. The only thing I did have
a problem with was the original paint job. After two years the roof and the top of the trunk began
to become discolored and looked very ugly. I've gotten two full body paint jobs for the car since
purchased. I bought my first Toyota, a Camry, four years ago. When bought it had , kms on the
clock. In the four years I had it I put another , kms on it for a total of , kms. Other than basic
maintenance, the car never let me down. The only problem I had with it was that it consumed a
litre of oil every kms. This is an issue with the 2. I sold it last week and bought a Camry and am
hoping to get the service out of this one that I got out of my old one. I would have given it a five
star rating hadn't it been for the oil issue. Not to mention an extremely comfortable car as well.
Few mechanical issues until recently But overall it had been a very reliable car. Headlights
could be better. I bought it used a few years ago because I needed a good, reliable car. I have
been very disappointed with this car though, it has needed many repairs in four years. New
tires, new exhaust, a repair on one of the wheels, and it uses more oil than any other car I have
owned. I really regret buying this Toyota and will not buy another. My car is relatively reliable.
Even though it is very old, I haven't had too many problems with it, especially not compared to
other people I know cars. When it does have an issue, it seems that it has a lot of issues, like a
leak in the oil pan, a broken air filter, a crappy air conditioning system, etc. It drives pretty well
for an almost 12 year old car, the interior is holding up okay. My dashboard has melted in the
sun heat, so it is all squishy and gross, but that was a recall thing that Toyota had a couple
years ago. I've had my Camry LE for 13 years now. It has , miles on it. I have not kept up on

maintenance very well. And I'm hard on a car. I love my Camry and my next car will be a Camry,
however Melting dashboard, broken driver's side visor, stereo will not come occasionally, map
light got pushed up inside, trim on inside of windshield by door has never fit and pops out, it
burns oil like a mofo needing oil added weekly, left rear tire loses air like a mofo even after
changing the tire multiple times, same tire-left rear sensor has malfunctioned, clear coat is
peeling off exterior paint on entire car, front seats have orange rust color coming up from
padding and can't clean it, armrest on front drivers and passengers side has collapsed, front
passenger side window sticks while going up and down so you have to hit the button like 15xs
to get the window all the way down, front drivers side carpet has hole worn where foot goes on
gas pedal, air conditioner stops putting out cold air when car comes to a stop, car randomly
dies when coming to a stop but starts right back up However, it has never left me stranded. I
have I have had a Camry Hybrid since it was new. It is said to have one 12 volt battery and one
set of brakes and tiers. Oil changes regularly and one transmission fluid change. Car has miles.
The most dependable vehicle I've ever owned. My car is currently 11 years old and has had
minor issues since I acquired said vehicle in Drives very smoothly but even minor potholes can
throw the alignment. Interior is spacious for 5 average adult females. AUX cable and Charger
are in a difficult location, but are less likely to be banged around because of it. Passenger foot
space can contain roughly fifteen 32 oz Gatorade bottles before actual foot space is no longer
available. Can take significant wear and tear before safety concerns arise. Has a very sturdy
front bumper. My fifth Camry I find them to be a very reliable workhorse. Bought it certified
pre-owned from a dealership after my first ever car accident. Has been working well, as a car
should. Have had to get an oil change twice so far, with synthetic oil blends. Does eat up some
gas if all you mostly do is drive on highways. Among city streets to and from school or work a
full tank would last me almost 2 weeks. Is an older car, so it doesn't have nav features or
Bluetooth capabilities, but it has an aux and that's basically all I need. Toyota overall is a
reliable car manufacturer, I had owned a hand me down Toyota Corolla from my Mom before my
Camry and that also did not give me any issues, so I can pretty much trust the way Toyota's are
made and their reliability. I love my Toyota because it is low on maintenance. I rarely have to do
any repairs. Maintenance usually only includes preventative maintenance such as oil changes,
windshield wipers and brakes. I have never any engine or transmission problems. I recommend
this vehicle. Toyotas are long-lasting. My , xle Toyota Camry was purchased brand new. Even
though I have had since I have given it the maintenance it requires therefore it is in good
condition. It has a beige, leather seats and interior. Power steering, windows and brakes.
Excellent gas mileage in the city and on the open road. Automatic windows and door locks and
alarm system. Love this car. I always buy Toyota and this is my second Camry. This vehicle will
last forever and I will enjoy driving it till it goes to car heaven. We used our Camry to drive
through multiple states after our wedding. We were never uncomfortable and it was a 10 day trip
through deserts and mountains. I was also in a bad accident a few years ago and my car was hit
on the passenger side. I had no injuries at all even though the entire right side of my car was
smashed and had to be replaced. We have a LE and it is a great car never a problem, I mean
never! I bought my Camry new in because I wanted a very safe car for myself and my kids.
Shortly after owning it, I was in a bad accident but my injuries were minor because the car kept
me safe. In the past 11 years, I've driven about , miles, and the car is still running great. I plan to
keep it until it dies, or , miles. What I don't like is that it's somewhat noisy in the interior, and
since it's old it doesn't have all the bells and whistles the new cars have, such as bluetooth
connectivity and backup camera. I still like the car enough to keep it for a long time, though. My
car is doing really well for how old it is. Though these fixes were pricey, it was doable and much
better than buying a new car. I did have problems with the sun visor. It broke and constantly
hung in my face and in the way. I've completely removed the driver's side sun visor and now
often have to squint in the sun. I haven't been able to replace it and I don't even know if that's a
possibility. Another problem I had was with the aux cord. The plug in broke so I had to buy a
radio Bluetooth adapter so I can listen to music while I drive. Though this seems like a long list
of problems, given the car's age, it isn't too much of a big deal. The car itself is pretty
comfortable. Some of my taller passengers have issues, but as I'm shorter, it doesn't really
bother me. The seats are pretty comfortable. I often have a minute commute and I rarely become
uncomfortable. When I was commuting to university, I even took naps in the driver's seat!
Overall, I am very fond of this car and dread the day when it eventually dies. The vehicle I have
is a Toyota Camry It is a gold car. It is comfortable, the seats are adjustable. The room in the car
is good. The car includes a sunroof which is a nice feature. It has five seats. The seats are made
of leather and the interior is a nice color. I am not a fan of the leather seats especially during the
summer months because it gets very hot. A screen that shows you what songs and artists play
on the radio. The mileage is still pretty decent. I like the car, I just wish it were a newer model. It

is not too big or small, it's a good family car or a good car for first time drivers. I'd recommend it
to first time drivers, it's not an overly expensive car nor luxurious but it does the trick. The pros
to the car is that it is great on gas, warm in the winter because of the seats, great for parking
and it's easy to use in the city. The cons to the car is that it is old, there is no aux cord, needs
oil all the time, and there is absolutely no 4 wheel drive whatsoever and I need that for the
winter. I used to have a Corolla so the size of the Camry is a lot larger than I would normally like.
If I have a vehicle that large I would prefer to be sitting up higher. I feel like I'm driving a
"grandmother's" car. There's just nothing special about it. I absolutely love my Camry. This is
actually the first Toyota vehicle that I have ever owned and I can say with complete confidence
that I am now a Toyota Customer for life. The Camry is fuel efficient yet has a lot of pep! The
only problem I have had so far with the vehicle is that the dashboard is melting which has made
it tacky to the touch and creates a hazardous glare on the windshield. After some research, it
appears that the models have had this issue with the dash yet Toyota has not yet issued a
safety recall. At this point, they have offered a limited warranty extension to replace the dash,
however I purchased the vehicle used after this warranty extension had expired. I currently have
a dashboard cover on and it is a mediocre solution to this issue. Hopefully the extended
warranty will be offered again or a safety recall will be issued due to the glare that the issue
causes. Dislike how noisy it is. Rides smooth at high speeds. Decent but not great gas mileage.
Mostly reliable, even without all scheduled maintenance. Front seats are comfortable, back
seats have little leg room. Trunk holds a good amount. Side Airbag covers need to be
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pushed back into place on a regular basis. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert
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